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and the family, you can clearly see the rough beginnings of a struggling marriage. Damaeon looks like a sweet and loving guy.
He’s a very, very nice guy, and Evan was definitely a blessing to him. Evan was a good sport about it. He had a rough time with

the backlash that came from the leaked sex tape that nearly destroyed him when his marriage to Damaeon was unraveled. But he
stayed strong. He stuck with the guy who even though he couldn’t really express it, deep down he loved him. Damaeon did what

he could, but he was out of it. At his lowest point, he had become a monster to Evan. Then one night, he turned everything
around. – And you were watching live what happened? I watched the whole thing. What I realized was that while Evan was

trying to be real nice, Damaeon was pushing him to the max. Damaeon knew how it was to fall victim to Evan’s plans of
vengeance. He set up his own revenge plan and started manipulating Evan into the very situation he tried to protect him from. In

hindsight, it’s easy to see that Evan fell for it. That’s when Damaeon first started to see the real Evan. Evan was not some
rational cool guy. He was all heart. The story is one of old-fashioned revenge with a twist of passion. So yes, it’s an old-

fashioned revenge story, but with a truly modern twist. What more can you say about revenge if Evan then saves Damaeon? –
Damaeon is sure that the last person to give a speech at his memorial would be how Evan would want to be remembered. Why?
Evan is the kind of guy who would have never let someone off the hook. Evan is a man of honor and that principle was also a

part of Damaeon’s self-preservation. So now that’s out of the way, Evan now will make one last statement for the both of them.
– The old saying “Let’s not speak ill of the dead.” Do you feel the need to explain the reason for this epithet? Because I’m the
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